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SIPA Annual Meeting

Structural Insulated Panel Association
Time to Shop

SIPA Annual Auction 2019
Sponsor Thank You

Chris Wischmann

2019 Dinner & Auction Sponsor
Affiliated Resources – Pendleton blanket

Donated by: Affiliated Resources

$400.00 value

James Phelps
jphelps@mailARI.com
(503) 943-2945

Pendleton Blanket

1 Pendleton blanket bidder’s choice from the Pendleton collection.

James Phelps will assist in selecting and shipping the wool blanket of your dreams.

Value $400.00
PanelWrights – Heirloom Salts (set of 2)

J. Q. Dickinson Salt Works
Heirloom Salt

Our brine is naturally sourced from an ancient, untouched sea called the Iapetus Ocean (predating the Atlantic) trapped below the Appalachian mountains. Our salt is free of contaminants and heavy metals that may be found in other oceans. Gleaned from the earth by an underground brine aquifer, the salt is then processed naturally using the power of the sun and gentle mountain breezes. The result is a beautiful crystal that enhances the flavor of any dish.

6 lots of 2 jars each
Value $6.00 per lot

Donated by:
PanelWrights

$6.00 value

Contact:
Donald Ambrose
don@sips.org

Structural Insulated Panel Association
Golf Tournament – Registration Credit

Donated by: SIPA

$150.00 value

Contact:
Don Ambrose
don@sips.org

Golf Tournament Registration Credit

1 free registration for next year’s golf tournament

Value $150.00
Echo Show brings you everything you love about Alexa, and now she can show you things. Watch video flash briefings, Amazon Video content, see music lyrics, security cameras, photos, weather forecasts, to-do and shopping lists, browse and listen to Audible audiobooks, and more. All hands-free—just ask.
Echo Spot brings you everything you love about Alexa, in a stylish and compact design that can show you things. Just ask to see the weather, get the news with a video flash briefing, set an alarm, see lyrics with Amazon Music, see your calendar, browse and listen to Audible audiobooks, and more. Personalize your Spot with a collection of clock faces to suit your style or set a photo background from Prime Photos. Plus, make calls to friends and family or make video calls to anyone with an Echo Spot, Echo Show, or the Alexa App.
TRUFAST – 1000 Fasteners

SIP Fasteners from the manufacturer of the #1 Fastener in the SIP industry

Donated by: TRUFAST

$750.00 value

Jon Meyer
jmeyer@trufast.com

1,000 TRUFAST SIP Fasteners
Winning Bidder’s Choice of Style & Length (up to 12”)

AND

1 Dow FROTH-PAK 200 Kit
Spray Polyurethane Foam Sealant

A GREAT FASTENER / SEALANT COMBO For SIPs!

Value $750.00

Structural Insulated Panel Association
SIPA – Hot, Hot spice from Chile

Donated by: SIPA

$6.00 value

Jar of Merkén from the fierce Mapuche, the only indigenous South Americans who never formally surrendered.

2 lots
Value $6.00 per lot

Don Ambrose
don@sips.org
Extreme Panel – Wine of the month club

Donated by: Extreme Panel Technologies

$150.00 value

Contact: Jodi Bofferding
jodi@extremepanel.com

Wine of the Month Club
Classic Series Gift Membership

1 Red & 1 White
4 month gift membership
Shipped monthly

$150.00 value
The most popular Echo is now even better. With a new speaker and design, Echo Dot is a voice-controlled smart speaker with Alexa, perfect for any room. Just ask for music, news, information, and more. You can also call almost anyone and control compatible smart home devices with your voice.

1 lot

Value $49.99
SIPA – IQAir air quality monitor

Donated by: SIPA

$269.00 value

Contact: Don Ambrose
don@sips.org

#1 Air quality monitor

Improve your health with air quality knowledge and forecasting
As low as $269

Indoor & Outdoor Data
See your indoor air quality next to outdoor readings from the nearest official monitoring station.

Forecast
Plan ahead to minimize pollution exposure and discomfort outdoors. We’ll keep you informed with air quality and weather data up to 3 days in advance.

Alerts
Receive notifications when air quality fails to meet standards. Smart integration allows you to control smart home devices with action-based rules.

1 lot
Value $269.00
Tamarack Grove – Logo wall plaque

Donated by: Tamarack Grove

$250.00 value

Donald Ambrose
don@sips.org

Local Boise artist creation:
SIPA logo/Member wall plaque

Sample is OSB.
For matching bid the artist can produce with MgO.

Value $250.00
Extreme Panel – Microbrewed Beer Club

Donated by: Extreme Panel Technologies
$150.00 value

Contact: Jodi Bofferding
jodi@extremepanel.com

The U.S. Microbrewed Beer Club

12 – 12 oz bottles/month
4 months
$150.00 value
Future Annual Meeting Registration Credit

1 free registration for next year’s SelectSIPs EXPO and SIPA Annual Meeting

Value $650.00
Pinnacle Engineering has been providing quality, efficient structural engineering services for residential and commercial projects for over 20 years. Tom Moore has been designing with SIPs for over 15 years. Credit applies to full building structural engineering or just SIP component engineering.
SIPA – Website banner ad

Donated by:
SIPA
$1000.00 value

Don Ambrose
don@sips.org

www.sips.org web banner ad

1 full year of web site banner ad on the SIPA website

Value $1000.00
FischerSIPS – Select Bourbons, 5 bottles

Donated by:
FischerSIPS

$325.00 value

Bourbons of Kentucky

5 Great Bourbons
Only Found in Kentucky

Value $325.00

Damian Pataluna
damianp@fischersips.com
SIPA – Builder’s Guide to SIPs

Donated by: SIPA

$450.00 value

Don Ambrose
don@sips.org

Builder’s Guide to SIPs

Value $450.00

Box set of 10 books
(2 lots of 10 books $450.00 per lot)
Eclipse Engineering – Service credit

$500.00 Credit on Engineering Services

Eclipse Engineering is donating free engineering for a house (whole house or SIP engineering only)

Value $500.00
Caribbean Panel Construction – Rum

Donated by:
Caribbean Panel Construction Systems

$200.00 value

Donald Ambrose
don@sips.org

3 bottles of Cruzan Rum and Tasting Samples

Value $200.00
SIPA – Bottle of wine from Chile

Bottle of wine direct from rural Chile
Dos Estrellas Cabernet Sauvignon

Donated by:
SIPA
$12.00 value

Don Ambrose
don@sips.org

Won with $3.00 Bingo Card and much luck, hand carried from Chile by Mary Jane Hominda

Value $12.00
SIPschool – SIPs 202 Course, free tuition

Donated by:
Al & Annie Cobb
SIPschool

$595.00 value

Annie & Al Cobb
annie@sipschool.org
304.876.8494

Free Tuition
for One Student
$595.00 value

SIPs 202 SIP Installation
2 Day Workshop
March 28-29, 2019 Session

SIPschool
808 French Road
Shenandoah Junction, WV 25442
www.sipschool.org
SIPA – Stonecreek “The Golf Club”

Donated by: SIPA

$150.00 value

Donald Ambrose
don@sips.org

Value $150.00
SIPA – Mobile Power Source

Donated by: SIPA

$100.00 value

Donald Ambrose
don@sips.org

Cell Phone Power Brick

Value $100.00
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSOR

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
COOLING & HEATING

GOLD SPONSORS

Ashland
always solving

Dow

Franklin
Adhesives & Polymers

SIP-SEAL
THE BEST STUFF FOR THE JOB

SILVER SPONSORS

BLACK BROS. CO.

Builder Finance

ECLIPSE ENGINEERING

hsbcad

NEDERVELED

NIA CERTIFIED

TAMARACK GROVE

TRUFAST

zehnder
always the best climate

WELCOME RECEPTION

DINNER & AUCTION

TUESDAY LUNCH

WEDNESDAY LUNCH

GOLF HOLE SPONSORS

Norbord

Tolko

Forest Products Laboratory

TIMBER FRAMERS GUILD

EEBA

COLLABORATION SPONSORS

Extreme Panel Systems

Forest Products Institute